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Geoff Watts : This weeks Leading Edge lurches its way across the science spectrum in physics from the sub atomic to the stellar,from quarks to our nearest star,the Sun,and just think,if you were a solar astronomer working from an observatory commonly known by its initials S.N.O. or just SNO,you too,might find yourself being called a SNO man. The SNO man pun,I'm afraid is one in a long line of wretched puns which come along with SNO,the tunnel back here is the "SNO drift" and the miners refer to the physicists as "the SNO flakes" and so forth. 

Geoff Watts : Tunnel? Miners? But these people are investigating the Sun,so why on Earth,as it were,are they going underground? [Counter intuitively,I've also heard of an experiment in astronomy based beneath the sea -LB] Now this,surely is the way it should be done. 3...2...1...ignition and lift off (Sound of rocket) 

Geoff Watts : SOHO goes into orbit,not a plan to use intergalactic space as a dumping ground for the seamier bits of London.This SOHO is a near acronym for Solar and Heliospheric Observatory.Launched from Cape Canaveral,in December 1995,its a joint NASA and ESA satellite for studying the Sun and its atmosphere.The original mission was completed in two years,but the satellite is still functioning perfectly,and it's recently begun a new phase of its research programme.Among its controllers aims is to understand more of the Sun's influence on the Earth.The importance to us,of the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum,light in other words,is self evident,but that's only a portion of what comes our way.There's the solar wind for example,a continuous flow of gas thrown out from the Sun's surface,and from time to time we feel the influences of vast magnetic disturbances,which not only distort our planets own magnetic field,but interfere with satellites,disrupt communications and can even knock out power stations.The more dependent we become on all these things,the more important it is to understand,the Sun's changes of mood.One of SOHO's dozen instruments is a coffin- shaped,coffin-sized,box called a Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer,or CDS.Much as a prism splits visible light into its components,the CDS analyses radiation in the far ultraviolet region of the spectrum.At the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Berkshire,the CDS has an Earthbound twin.It's supervised by Dr Richard Harrison. Well the rather noisy room we're in now,because of the air-conditioning,no doubt to keep the instrument itself cool,and here we are standing in front of the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer,CDS,not just a model,this is actually a working instrument,is that right? 

Richard Harrison : This is what you might call "The final prototype" before the flight model was built.We use this as a test bed for three things,one of them,yes we receive requests to use the instrument,that ultimately results in a particular observing programme or sequence,and we'll run it on this before we run it on the instrument in space,the reason there,of course,is to use the one in space more efficiently.You don't actually see the extreme ultraviolet radiation from the Sun on this,but you can make sure the machine behaved as you expected.Also of course,having it here,means you can train people to us it. Electronically you can select which part of the electromagnetic spectrum,which part of the extreme ultraviolet spectrum you want.So there are lots of different things to choose from and you can choose how long your exposure time is,and so on,there are lots of variables if you like,which make it quite a complex instrument to use,which is why we do all the planning on the ground,and the testing on the ground first. 

Geoff Watts : And up here we've got some of the...the kind of images that you get out of them,what do these show? 

Richard Harrison : Well the basic point is that images before SOHO really of the solar atmosphere have shown us,you know,a nice complicated environment that changes from time to time,but we've never really been able to take it to pieces in the way that you'd like to.If you want to understand how the solar wind is accelerated,how the Sun's atmosphere is heated,how these clouds get ejected into space,how the flares occur,you need to...like we do in the Earth's atmosphere,you need to map the atmosphere,you need to take it to pieces [Reductionism? -LB].So what we have now,with this instrument,is the ability to basically map regions and say "What's the temperature of the gas in that region? What's the density of gas in that region? What's it made of?",because you have things like magnesium, silicon, iron, oxygen,neon,nitrogen,all these things are in there,and also "How fast is it moving? What are the wind speeds?". 

Geoff Watts : We're back in your office now,rather quiet and also a bit bit warmer,the air- conditioning isn't quite so fierce! 

Richard Harrison : Yes! 

Geoff Watts : On your screen now,we've got some more of the images that you've taken from SOHO.This one obviously is the Sun itself,what are we seeing here? 

Richard Harrison : Well this is an image of the Sun taken from our own instrument,it's produced by...making a mosaic basically,of the entire solar disc,it takes about 8 hours,so we don't do it that often,but it shows the Sun in a way that you don't normally see it.It actually looks like an orange doesn't it? 

Geoff Watts : It does,yes. 

Richard Harrison : You er......and it's got the mottled pattern to go with it.This is what we call "the quiet Sun",the Sun on the date that we took this was extremely inactive,but even then you see a mottled pattern over the entire surface.Now that was known before,that isn't a new observation,but the new thing is the fact that we've honed in on the bright bits if you like,within that,and you find that the little bright ones in there are actually flashing on and off,you know,twinkling all the time. 

Geoff Watts : Yes you've gone to a close up... 

Richard Harrison : Yes. 

Geoff Watts : .....image now,which is just one little area,one....well,relatively little area of the Sun... 

Richard Harrison : Yes. 

Geoff Watts : ...and there is a bright spot in that,and you're saying that those kind of bright spots are appearing and disappearing the whole time? 

Richard Harrison : Yes.This "little area" as you call it,you can see about 30,000 by 74,000 kilometres! (Geoff laughs) So the "bright spot" as you call it,is about the size of the Earth! And really this is just showing us one of these events,and you're seeing something here which is a temperature of about 250,000 degrees,this flashing into life in maybe 10 minutes or so. 

Geoff Watts : So when we talk about the Sun being at a quiet phase,quiet is a distinctly relative term! 

Richard Harrison : That's right,even in a quiet Sun you're seeing these things.We call them "blinkers",and from this point of view you might be seeing 3,000 of them over the Sun's surface at any point in time,it's like a disease,and that's important,because what you're seeing is something that seems to be occurring everywhere,and if you're looking for processes that are heating the Sun's atmosphere or accelerating gases into the solar wind,you're looking for a process that's occurring over the entire Sun.So we think these might be very important,and it's a new discovery,it's a recent thing. 

Geoff Watts : Now,wonderful you've got a moving image,now what's this that we're looking at. 

Richard Harrison : Well,again this is something very new in the sense that this sort of observation really couldn't have been made before.We have a movie which is looking at the same piece of Sun at the same time,it's a sequence which is showing a lot of different temperatures if you like,we're taking the Sun's atmosphere to pieces,and basically you have six images here,each one is 200,000 by 200,000 kilometres.This is taken using the CDS instrument,but each image is showing the gases in the Sun's atmosphere at a totally different temperature.What it's showing us is a huge system of loops reaching 100,000 kilometres into the Sun's atmosphere,they're magnetic loops trapping gases at totally different temperatures,and it really isn't sitting still,as you can see,it's in continuous motion. 

Geoff Watts : It defeats the eye,actually to follow it,it's moving so rapidly. 

Richard Harrison : It not only defeats the eye,I think the other important point to make is that on this,the Earth,the size of the Earth would be like a speck of dust. 

Geoff Watts : Right! (laughs) 

Richard Harrison : It's tiny compared to these loops that might be ten times the size of the Earth. 

Geoff Watts : There's nothing like solar physics to make you feel small.So where is this kind of work taking us,as far as the practical implications of the effects of the Sun on the Earth are concerned? 

Richard Harrison : From a practical point of view,I would like to say that in five years time or whatever,I would be able to look at an image of the Sun,and say,"That region's going to flare tomorrow afternoon",or "That region of the Sun is going to have a huge eruption,which could come our way" and predict it,in the same way as you predict weather,but in the same way as trying to predict when it's going to rain or not,or whether a volcano's going to erupt,or whatever,there are obviously problems in understanding it.there's some way to go,there's a long way to go before we really understand it.But I think we've come a long way with SOHO. We can join the dots in a way we've never been able to before. 

Geoff Watts : Dr Richard Harrison,putting in a bid to become the solar forecasting equivalent of Michael Fish and John Kettley [The Met Offices foremost forecasters at the time of recording -LB].Joining me now from Geneva solar winds and other atmospheric disturbances permitting,is Professor Frank Close [Ref: Video BB11:RI:Cosmic Onion (Frank Close)] head of Theoretical Physics at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory [Frank revels in the fact that his name is an anagram of "Cornflakes" which are marketed as the "Sunshine cereal" so perhaps he's best placed to comment! -LB],but currently working at CERN [Ref: Green Folder: CERN],just outside Geneva.Frank we've been concentrating in that report,on what the SOHO project will reveal about the physics of the Sun itself and its effects on us,here on Earth.But is there anything in this project for a physicist with your kind of interests,not so much in very large things like the Sun,but very small things? Frank Close : Well certainly,the thing that's exciting about the Sun is that it's the nearest star to us,and the universe is full of stars,it's only in this last 60-70 years we've even known what stars are.They are surprisingly some of the simplest things of all.They're just balls of hydrogen gas.Hydrogen the simplest element of all.The hydrogen in the Sun is cooking away creating helium.Helium was named after Helios,the name of the Sun,and the elements are all cooked inside stars eventually,and then when the stars explode they spew them around the universe. Everything that you and me,the listeners,the studio,everything that we know here on Earth is made of,is actually star dust.We were cooked inside stars a long time ago,so stars are fascinating things,the Sun being the nearest one,it's the best one for us to study. 

Geoff Watts : Well let's follow that up Frank,then,with a change of scale from the very large to the very small,and to a topic close to your own heart,and when I say "small" there,I really do mean very small,objects don't come much tinier than the quarks [Info on quarks can be found at www.scitech.com -LB] you mention,the whimsically named sub-atomic particles which are among the building blocks of matter.For years now,particle physicists have been trying to understand,what you might call the "glue that holds quarks together",theory has it that this glue can be though of as another type of entity called,well "a gluon" of course.Moving,for a moment,up the size scale,the nucleus which lies at the heart of an atom,comprises a cluster of protons and neutrons,for further details of the arcane sub-atomic recipe book,I turned to one of the gluon hunters,Dr Andy Kirk [Maybe he's gone where no mans gone before! -LB] of the University of Birmingham. 

Andy Kirk : Both the proton and the neutron are made up of three quarks [Ref:Science2: a- matter.htm;Green Folder "The Hunting of the Quark"] which are bound together,strongly by what we call "gluons",in fact it has been shown that the proton is made up of approximately 50% gluons,or hence if you like,you and I are 50% glue. 

Geoff Watts : So these gluons are...you call them particles,but I mean are they really particles,in the sense that say quarks are particles? 

Andy Kirk : The quark is a matter particle,the gluon is force carrying particle.It is what is responsible for actually sticking the quarks together. 

Geoff Watts : Supposing you could isolate these gluons from the quarks,to which they are...which they are normally sticking together,what would happen then? 

Andy Kirk : If we could isolate more than two of them,we would end up with a new particle, which would be called a "glue ball",and this would be a particle which would be composed of neither matter,not anti matter,but would be a new state of matter not previously observed [Physicists have already created "Bose Einstein condensate" a state of matter that did not previously exist,at least under normal circumstances -LB]. 

Geoff Watts : Was the existence of the gluons,we've been talking about,predicted or were they...have they been identified by experimental observation,or what? 

Andy Kirk : The gluons themselves have already been observed.They were initially predicted,that these were responsible for sticking the quarks together to form a proton.There has been experimental evidence for gluons for many years,but not for the sticking together of these gluons to form glue balls. 

Geoff Watts : You say that the gluon is essentially the glue which holds the quarks together,just how powerful is it? How sticky a glue is it? 

Andy Kirk : Well this "strong force" as it is called,it is the strongest force known of in Nature.It is 100 times stronger than any other known force. 

Geoff Watts : You and others,have been trying to observe the existence of these glue balls, which would I suppose confirm the theory that we've been talking about,in principle,what's the technique you use to obtain isolated gluons and then glue balls? How do you do it? 

Andy Kirk : The experiments have been performed for about 25 years now,trying to search for these particles,however they've turned out to be very elusive,the reason is,is that the standard methods to search for new particles,is to collide incident particles that have got quarks in them,like protons together,and hence if you've got quarks in the initial state,you end up with quarks in the final state. 

Geoff Watts : So let's take that back a little bit.You accelerate the protons to very high velocity,in the accelerator itself,what is that? How big is that? 

Andy Kirk : The standard accelerator is about 1 mile diameter. 

Geoff Watts : These are huge machines? 

Andy Kirk : That's right,yes. 

Geoff Watts : So two protons travelling in opposite directions,smash,and they really break each other apart,that's what's happening is it? 

Andy Kirk : Well that would be one way to do it.What we have tried to do is in the experiment we have performed at CERN,is to look at the glancing collisions between the two protons. 

Geoff Watts : That means where they don't hit one another full on,but just sort of bump each other as they pass? 

Andy Kirk : Exactly,they have a very gentle collision,and in this collision,if you like,the protons scrape a little glue of each other,or the protons emit a little glue,and hence you can imagine that this glue,could then merge together,to form a glue ball. 

Geoff Watts : So you get a collection of gluons formed.They stick together to form glue balls? 

Andy Kirk : In principle,they would do.Unfortunately,what happens most of the time is that the two gluons collide head-on with each other.It's a bit like two trains travelling in opposite directions on the same track,they collide together,and you end up with a wreck,you don't end up with two intact gluons that can merge,you end up with a wreck.What the breakthrough has been is that we have found a way of making these two gluons travel in the same direction,on parallel tracks and hence we've been able to merge them together,to form a glue ball. 

Geoff Watts : So instead of annihilating one another,they now join together,the glue ball is formed? 

Andy Kirk : That's correct,yes. 

Geoff Watts : Are you sure about this,I mean how do you know [IE At this point it would be a matter of "belief",science has to go one step further and prove it,so it is KNOWledge -LB] the glue ball has formed? Andy Kirk : Well,by...when we have done this experiment,we have now found a new particle that was not seen previously. 

Geoff Watts : And the inference must be,given the characteristics of that particle,that must be a glue ball you think? 

Andy Kirk : Exactly,the simplest explanation [Occam's razor -LB] is that it is a glue ball. 

Geoff Watts : So if your experimental observations are correct,it looks as if you have now confirmed the original theory? 

Andy Kirk : Yes,we do seem to have actually been able to create a new state of matter,that has never been seen before,and it tells us a little bit more about you and I and the rest of the universe about us are actually stuck together [The reason for doing it,rather than making techno gadgets.Abstract information that edifies the human condition,as opposed to material objects that aid survival -LB]. 

Geoff Watts : Dr Andy Kirk there.Frank Close,I described Andy Kirk just now as a "gluon hunter",you're another one of these people who's been pursuing gluons and glue balls for a considerable time.How long have you been interested in the chase? 

Frank Close : Well I'm a theoretical physicist and I've been,for the last 15-20 years impressed by the predictions that these glue balls should exist,and in principle they ought to be easy to find,but I've been disturbed by the lack of evidence for them.So I was thinking for a long time of ways that you could make the glue balls stand out,and that's how I got interested in the experiment that Andy had been doing,because it was clear that if these things exists,his experiment was the sort of one that should be able to produce them,and it was clearly producing things that nobody had ever seen before. 

Geoff Watts : Okay,well let's assume you're right about that,we had some pretty portentous statements there,from Andy Kirk,"a new state of matter" and so on,how significant is it,the outcome of these experiments? If these things really are glue balls that have turned up? 

Frank Close : Well it's really telling us about the matter that you and I are made of.We're talking here about the structure,not of esoteric things that existed fleetingly in the big-bang,but the stuff that we're made of today.Andy introduced this by saying that the protons,the seeds of us,the seeds of the Sun for that matter,are 50% glue,in a certain way of looking at it,and if our understanding of the basic structure of matter is right,the thing we call "the standard model",this is one of the missing links in it,namely whether the glue does glue itself together,and make this weird,strongly interacting,stuff,which is neither matter nor anti matter. 

Geoff Watts : But the bottom line as it were,well bottom line,almost literally in this case I suppose,is,that if the findings of these experiments can be verified,they do turn out to be as you think they are,they are tending to confirm what you call "the standard model",our present understanding of the nature of matter,the way that everything in the universe is somehow built up? 

Frank Close : Yes,it's one of the final linchpins,I mean the standard model that we hear a great deal about,is the basic underpinning of nature.The basic particles,and the forces that hold them together to build up matter,as you and I know it.The quarks,the electrons,and also some friends of theirs called the neutrinos,which are rather bizarre objects,they have no electrical charge,they are very reluctant to interact with anything,they flip through space at maybe the speed of light,or maybe they have a little bit of mass,we just simply don't know,and they are the other rather bizarre missing link in the standard model,that we know the neutrino exists,but we don't know very much about them [Some suggest that neutrinos travel faster than light and thus backwards in time.Apparently neutrinos are passing through us all the time,which is a bit quixotic,if they are travelling backwards in time -LB].We don't know whether they weigh anything at all,and if they did,that could have far-reaching implications for the future. 

Geoff Watts : Indeed,yes,you've been talking there about neutrinos,and there is this phrase " the solar neutrino problem",that is the problem is what you've just been talking about there is it? 

Frank Close : Yes,in that,we started the programme talking about the Sun,that the Sun is cooking away,creating new elements out of hydrogen.It's radiating energy in the form of light, that's where we get our sun tan from,but it's also beaming mysterious neutrinos at us,right from it's heart,and so by detecting the neutrinos here on Earth,we're able to "see",if you like right into the heart of the Sun,and what we find is not quite what we expected.If we have our understanding to the Sun right,then something funny,is happening to neutrinos on route to Earth. Alternatively,maybe we haven't got our theory of the Sun right,in which case,we might have some worry about the Sun turning out tomorrow.But the smart money,is that there's something weird going on with the neutrinos. 

Geoff Watts : Well we've drifted a little bit away from the standard model,we'll return to that shortly,but for the moment,let's concentrate on the jolly old solar neutrino problem.Now earlier on,we were talking about studying the Sun from orbiting satellites,well you don't,it seems have to go quite as far out as that to make useful observations,and as Tracy Logan has been finding out,some observers in Canada,have actually gone in quite the opposite direction. (Harmonica plays) 

Tracy Logan : Tensions are mounting as astrophysicists prepare for action in their newest observatory.A facility in Canada that'll probe deep into the heart of the Sun,and answer important questions about the processes fuelling it.Normally,observatories sit high above the clouds,on top of mountains to get the best view of the sky.But despite its icy name,SNO the Sudbury (?) Neutrino Observatory,has opted for a different approach,as its director Art McDonald explains. 

Art McDonald : Well,it's a unusual one,we've gone 2,000 metres under ground in order to look at the Sun,which is a strange [Counter intuitive,the reverse of "common sense" -LB] thing to do.Needless to say we're looking at the Sun in very new ways.We're using,rather than light,as is usually done,we're using neutrinos,which are particles which can penetrate through virtually anything,and neutrinos being so difficult to detect,are the least known of the three basic building blocks of nature,that is neutrinos,electrons,and quarks. (Harmonica plays) 

Tracy Logan : Neutrinos,they are very small,they have no charge,they have no mass,and do not interact at all,so goes the poem by John Updike,but he was wrong,neutrinos do bump into things,just not very often,and they may even have mass,something SNO aims to discover. That means using incredibly sensitive equipment,in a facility that encourages neutrino collisions and records their ghostly light displays. 

Art McDonald : We,we have a large container,transparent container,made from acrylic plastic,which will hold 1,000 tons of a material called "heavy water" [This is water containing Deuterium Oxide (D2O),Deuterium being an isotope of Hydrogen having one neutron and proton in the nucleus -LB].That heavy water is viewed by 9500 very sensitive light sensors,that will observe the very faint bursts of light that are produced when neutrinos strike this heavy water.This is all contained in a cavity,excavated at this depth,which is about the size of a ten story building. 

Tracy Logan : Peer closely at an insect's eye and you'll get an idea of the inside of the detector.Thousands of light sensors crammed side by side lining its inner surface.Specially designed to pick up the incredibly faint traces of colliding neutrinos,each detector was put together at Oxford University,under the supervision of Dr Nick Jelly [That's perhaps appropriate,since trying to detect and measure such particles is like trying to nail jelly to the wall -LB]. 

Nick Jelly : This is one of the detecting elements it's a photo multiplier.... 

Tracy Logan : It looks like a giant light bulb. 

Nick Jelly : Well it does rather,actually yes,and it's coated on the inside with a photo cathode, which is sensitive,incredibly sensitive to incident light,to photons,it's only 8 inches across and so we actually needed to think of ways of improving the collection efficiency,and that's one of the first things that Oxford was involved in. 

Tracy Logan : What is the event that you're trying to record? 

Nick Jelly : Well what we addressed ourselves first to,the UK group,was this problem of trying to detect a very small flash of light [Again which seems counter intuitive when observing the Sun -LB].

Tracy Logan : How small? 

Nick Jelly : Well the smallness of it is a bit like if you're out on a dark night and you're trying to detect somebody striking a match,at 10 miles away [It's odd that our elite Universities still think in inches and miles -LB],it's about trying to see that. (Harmonica plays) 

Tracy Logan : What makes SNO special is its ability to record a greater variety of neutrino collisions than ever before.SNO researchers want to know if neutrinos,which come in three forms,can swap identities.That could solve what's been called "the solar neutrino problem".The failure of previous experiments to detect more than half of the solar neutrinos theorists predict.David Walk hopes this experiment will be the first to solve the puzzle. 

David Walk : The exciting thing about SNO is that we can detect all neutrino species.Previous experiments have only had useful sensitivity to electron-neutrinos.So previous experiments have been essentially blind to 2/3 of the possible answer.By being able to clearly observe other neutrinos,we can produce an absolutely unambiguous resolution,to a problem which has been plaguing particle physics for 30 years now,and also we can add substantially to our knowledge of the Sun and the processes which govern it. 

Tracy Logan : We're calling you on the phone,because you're somewhere very special,where are you? 

David Walk : Well as we speak,I'm in the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory,I'm 6,800 feet [Not metres then,what's wrong with metric for scientists,it's them that to makes the most sense for -LB],having come down the number 9 shaft of the (indistinct) Nickel mine,and I'm standing only about maybe 40-50 feet from the top of the SNO detector. 

Tracy Logan : What's your role exactly? 

David Walk : Well,I'm the group leader for the analysis and simulation software.For the last,mmm gosh,7 years now I guess,we have been working on something called SNO MAN,which is the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory Monte Carlo and Analysis program,it's a big computer program which we use to understand what's happening in the detector.The code is now approximately 180,000 lines of FORTRAN. [FORTRAN stands for Formula Translator,and is a high level language used in situations such as this.The "Monte Carlo" part of the name suggests a link with the mathematical areas dealing with chance and gambling,which makes sense given that like as not,when dealing with such particles,chance and statistics is an inherent part of the interpretation -LB] So if you can imagine,a good programmer might write a hundred lines a day [That's what teachers used to hand out for misbehaviour in the classroom! -LB],that's a lot of days.So we've spent 7 years on it now,and hopefully we're about to find out if it's right or not. 

Tracy Logan : It'll be years before they know if SNO can solve the solar neutrino problem in these experiments.I asked it's director,Art McDonald,what that might mean for science,and for him. If you do find that they have a mass which is greater than zero,you're going to over turn the standard model,you're going to find the missing mass of the universe,how will that make you feel? 

Art McDonald : (laughs) Well,the whole SNO team is very excited at the possibilities of making measurements that will be very fundamental,and will change perhaps our theories at the most microscopic level,and give us some idea of what the future evolution of the universe will be.These are very important questions,and as scientists the ability to address them in a clear and unambiguous way is a wonderful opportunity. (Harmonica plays) 

Geoff Watts : Art McDonald,he was talking to Tracy Logan.Frank Close these are hardly modest claims that are being made there by Art McDonald,what do you rate as the potential significance of the findings of the SNO experiment? I mean could they really be as profound as they sound from the way that Art McDonald is talking? 

Frank Close : Well the question that is hanging behind all this is,"Do neutrinos weigh anything at all?" and you might ask "Well,who cares whether they do?" [That's the general public's apathetic attitude exemplified in one sentence - LB].The reason is that the neutrino is the commonest particle in the universe.We're very much unaware of it,because it's just flitting through us as we speak,it's not sort of hanging around here and making stuff that we see [Thus "experience" is not a good guide to what is real or true -LB],you need very sophisticated things to be able to detect them ["Sophisticated" is perhaps an unfortunate description, coming from Sophocles and the Sophists,meaning to lead astray by a rouse or trick,not a very good description of a scientific tool -LB],such as the experiment that we've just been talking about.But the fact that they're the commonest thing of all,it means that if they weigh even a small amount,the sum total added together,could outweigh everything in the whole of the universe.Now at the moment the universe is happily expanding away,it's been expanding for the last 15,000 million years or so,and if the neutrinos weigh something,they could cause the universe eventually to collapse under it's own weight.So,in that sense,it is a very profound possibility that one is able to determine the long range fate of the universe by an experiment such as this. 

Geoff Watts : So the outcome of the SNO findings would profoundly affect our view of the other extreme, the whole of the universe [And it was the "clockwork" Newtonian conception that affected the philosophy of the time that led to reductionism,so findings such as this affect society in more profound ways than just technology and knowing things.They also affect the way human beings see themselves with respect to the rest of the universe.CHAOS and QPhysics have changed the view to a non- reductionist or holistic view,which suggests things like that taking a gene from one organism and putting it in another and expecting the effect to be the same is naive.This maybe people's intuition,but we cannot go off what people believe,there has to be a rationale.Modern holism supports people's intuitions -LB],that's really rather exciting isn't it? 

Frank Close : It is,it's an interesting example of how different areas of science come together.Here you have an experiment studying the smallest particles of all,which has an implication for the structure of the universe as whole.So it's the large scale nature of the universe,astrophysics and cosmology in the large,being probed by the world of the very small,the world of the high energy physicist.So in actual fact,the sort of experiments that are done at CERN are not so much just studying the structure of matter,which is indeed what they are,but in the same sense it's also a time-machine that takes you back to the start of the universe to see how the universe came to be as it is.What is this mysterious place that we find ourself in?And at the end of it all it's a very profound thing that we should not lose sight of. [That's a tad more than "The only use is to stop a comet" -LB] 

Geoff Watts : We've gone from the large to the very small back to the very large,with a hint of mysteries to come.Frank Close thanks very much.In next week's programme,we look beyond gene sequencing.Once we've decoded the complete printout of all our genes,or those of some disease causing bacterium,how do we actually make use of what we've learned.In a genetic edition of Leading Edge,we'll find out. 






